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Recursive social decision-making requires the use of flexible, context-sensitive long-term strategies for negotiation. To succeed in

social bargaining, participants’ own perspectives must be dynamically integrated with those of interactors to maximize self-benefits

and adapt to the other’s preferences, respectively. This is a prerequisite to develop a successful long-term self-other integration

strategy. While such form of strategic interaction is critical to social decision-making, little is known about its neurocognitive

correlates. To bridge this gap, we analysed social bargaining behaviour in relation to its structural neural correlates, ongoing brain

dynamics (oscillations and related source space), and functional connectivity signatures in healthy subjects and patients offering

contrastive lesion models of neurodegeneration and focal stroke: behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia, Alzheimer’s disease,

and frontal lesions. All groups showed preserved basic bargaining indexes. However, impaired self-other integration strategy was

found in patients with behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia and frontal lesions, suggesting that social bargaining critically

depends on the integrity of prefrontal regions. Also, associations between behavioural performance and data from voxel-based

morphometry and voxel-based lesion–symptom mapping revealed a critical role of prefrontal regions in value integration and

strategic decisions for self-other integration strategy. Furthermore, as shown by measures of brain dynamics and related sources

during the task, the self-other integration strategy was predicted by brain anticipatory activity (alpha/beta oscillations with sources

in frontotemporal regions) associated with expectations about others’ decisions. This pattern was reduced in all clinical groups,

with greater impairments in behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia and frontal lesions than Alzheimer’s disease. Finally,

connectivity analysis from functional magnetic resonance imaging evidenced a fronto-temporo-parietal network involved in suc-

cessful self-other integration strategy, with selective compromise of long-distance connections in frontal disorders. In sum, this

work provides unprecedented evidence of convergent behavioural and neurocognitive signatures of strategic social bargaining in

different lesion models. Our findings offer new insights into the critical roles of prefrontal hubs and associated temporo-parietal

networks for strategic social negotiation.
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Introduction
Social bargaining, as other forms of recursive social deci-

sion-making, requires repetitive and flexible long-term stra-

tegies for negotiation (Ruff and Fehr, 2014; Lee and Seo,

2016). Involved parties must successively learn to anticipate

the other’s interests and act strategically to satisfy their own

benefits. These skills call on three key processes (Behrens

et al., 2009; Lee and Seo, 2016) which escape classical de-

cision-making tasks involving risk or ambiguity. First, an

interactive tactic must be developed to maximize self-benefits

(Ruff and Fehr, 2014) (adaptation to self-perspective, ASP).

Second, interactants must also adapt to the other’s prefer-

ences and benefits (favouring an adaptation to other’s per-

spective, AOP). Third, and more importantly, integrating

their own perspectives with those of others is critical to de-

velop a successful long-term self-other integration strategy

(SOIS). This dimension may involve integrative decision

values and arbitration among recursive self-other perspec-

tives indexed by the medial prefrontal cortex (Kable and

Glimcher, 2009; Nicolle et al., 2012; Donoso et al., 2014),

alongside other regions implicated in classical decision-

making and social cognition (theory of mind, ToM), as

well as areas indexing integration process (such as parietal

regions) (Ruff and Fehr, 2014; Hesse et al., 2016; Lee and

Seo, 2016). Indeed, different frameworks such as recursive

social inferences, the cognitive hierarchy model, model-based

reinforcement learning, social valuation models, and adap-

tive coding posit that complex strategic decisions critically

engage fronto-temporo-parietal networks (Seo and Lee,

2012; Stallen and Sanfey, 2013; Ruff and Fehr, 2014; Lee

and Seo, 2016). However, the neurobiological foundations

of this process during social bargaining are not well under-

stood. Neither is there a clear understanding of whether or

how social bargaining is disrupted after frontal damage. To

address these issues, we examined neural correlates of stra-

tegic bargaining during an ultimatum game with three pa-

tient samples and healthy controls.

The ultimatum game is one of the most robust social de-

cision-making paradigms in neuropsychiatric research

(Kishida et al., 2010; Sharp et al., 2012; Billeke et al.,

2015). In the repeated ultimatum game (or reputation

game), the proposer makes offers on how to split a sum

of money with another player. From the proposer’s perspec-

tive, self-serving choices are mixed with socially motivated

decisions, as participants have to estimate their actions’ risks

(a self-centred process) while predicting the other player’s

decisions (an other-centred process). In other words, social

strategic behaviours must be planned to make accurate de-

cisions and achieve interactive goals (Billeke et al., 2014a).

Previous research on the ultimatum game has prioritized

non-repeated versions, which prevents the study of strate-

gies (Billeke et al., 2014b). Moreover, emphasis on the role

of the respondent (Seo and Lee, 2012; Stallen and Sanfey,

2013) has hindered the study of offering and negotiation.

Against this backdrop, recent iterated versions of the game

(Billeke et al., 2013, 2014a, b) can illuminate how bar-

gainers anticipate their opponents’ decisions in complex

settings requiring a trade-off between gains and losses.

Thus, focusing on the proposer’s perspective allows study-

ing ongoing social negotiations throughout a stream of

complex decisions.

The neural underpinnings of recursive social decision

have been mostly explored through correlational studies
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(Ruff and Fehr, 2014) in healthy populations (Sharp et al.,

2012) or unspecific psychiatric conditions (Kishida et al.,

2010; Sharp et al., 2012; Billeke et al., 2015). Key limita-

tions of the ensuing neuroanatomical insights can be over-

come through the lesion model approach, which reveals

direct links between affected brain regions and behavioural

performance (Rorden and Karnath, 2004). The combin-

ation of lesion models, such as stroke and early stage neu-

rodegeneration (Lambon Ralph et al., 2010; Baez et al.,

2014a; Garcia-Cordero et al., 2015, 2016), offers unique

opportunities to understand how specific areas contribute

to social bargaining processes. Here, we used this approach

focusing on two neurodegenerative conditions [behavioural

variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD)] and early stage

Alzheimer’s disease and patients with unilateral frontal le-

sions partially compromising insular and temporal regions.

These conditions may offer novel insights into strategic de-

cisions during social bargaining, as they imply damage to

different hubs involved in this dynamic process.

BvFTD is an early onset dementia (Ratnavalli et al.,
2002) associated with severe changes in personality

(Neary et al., 1998; Rascovsky et al., 2007; Piguet et al.,

2011) and social cognition impairments (Ibanez and

Manes, 2012; Couto et al., 2013; Baez et al., 2014a, b,

2016b, c; Ibanez et al., 2014b). It involves damage to the

orbitofrontal and medial prefrontal cortices, the insula, and

the temporal lobe (Rosen et al., 2002; Brand et al., 2006;

Seeley et al., 2009; Piguet et al., 2011; Baez et al., 2014a),

which are implicated in both social (Lee, 2008; Ruff and

Fehr, 2014; O’Callaghan et al., 2016) and non-social (Ernst

et al., 2002; Kable and Glimcher, 2009; Gleichgerrcht

et al., 2010; Kloeters et al., 2013) decision-making. While

previous research on bvFTD has mostly targeted the latter

domain (Brand et al., 2006; Gleichgerrcht et al., 2010),

recent evidence shows that intact fairness-based decision-

making in this condition is accompanied by impaired con-

text sensitivity (O’Callaghan et al., 2016).

Patients with Alzheimer’s disease exhibit memory and

language deficits but relatively spared social cognition, at

least in early disease stages (Cummings and Cole, 2002).

Atrophy begins in the medial temporal lobe (hippocampus,

parahippocampal cortices) and parietal regions bilaterally

(Braak and Braak, 1991; Naggara et al., 2006). The poor

performance of patients with Alzheimer’s disease in clas-

sical decision-making tasks has been associated with

memory impairments (Gleichgerrcht et al., 2010).

However, these findings are mixed and controversial

(Torralva et al., 2000; Sinz et al., 2008; Kloeters et al.,

2013).

Frontal lesions are associated with everyday decision dif-

ficulties (Clark et al., 2003). The study of social decision

following medial prefrontal cortex and specially orbitofron-

tal cortex lesions shows impaired reasoning about social

exchanges (Stone et al., 2002), reduced amount of offers

and acceptance rates in the ultimatum game (Koenigs and

Tranel, 2007; Krajbich et al., 2009), decreased sensitive to

inequity, and failures to integrate social and non-social

signals into a decision variable (Moretti et al., 2009).

However, while patients with extended frontal damage ex-

hibit risk-taking behaviour, patients with unilateral frontal

lesions present more variable performance.

Despite their different underlying neuropathology,

bvFTD and frontal lesion patients provide a convergent

lesion model to assess the critical frontal regions involved

in SOIS. Moreover, the combined study of two frontal dis-

orders together with Alzheimer’s disease, whose structural

degeneration is associated with posterior parietal and tem-

poral regions, gave us the unique opportunity to investigate

how different brain areas influence diverse aspects of long-

term social negotiation. Indeed, while previous findings

have shown that different frontal regions (Bhatt et al.,

2010; Lee and Seo, 2016) as well as posterior parietal

and temporal structures (Coricelli and Nagel, 2009;

Billeke et al., 2013, 2014b) play an important role during

social bargaining, no studies have investigated strategic ne-

gotiation in these patients.

The investigation of real time brain dynamics during

social decision-making in stroke and neurodegeneration is

very rare. Studies in healthy populations have shown that

oscillatory theta/alpha/beta activity at frontal and temporo-

posterior regions is associated with control and conflict

monitoring in social interactions (Billeke et al., 2013;

Cristofori et al., 2013). In the repeated ultimatum game,

the power of alpha/beta activity predicts the risk of the

proposer’s offers and anticipates others’ decisions (Billeke

et al., 2013). Moreover, alpha/beta activity predicts stra-

tegic long-term adaptations in social interactions (Billeke

et al., 2014a). Thus, anticipatory activation to risk, indexed

by alpha/beta oscillations, constitutes a dynamic brain cor-

relate of social bargaining.

Previous imaging reports of social decision-making have

shown distributed involvement of frontal, temporal, and

parietal regions (Vickery et al., 2011), suggesting that

these correlates may depend on inputs from and interaction

with distinct brain networks (Seo and Lee, 2012; Ruff and

Fehr, 2014). Similarly, connectivity studies have revealed

that regions associated with social and non-social decisions

within fronto-temporo-parietal networks (Cocchi et al.,

2013; Cole et al., 2013; Janowski et al., 2013) are engaged

in social choices (Ruff and Fehr, 2014) and prove flexible

to task demands (Cole et al., 2013). Complex social inter-

action strategies depend on switching among self and

others’ perspectives (Stallen and Sanfey, 2013), which also

calls on large-scale brain networks (Cocchi et al., 2013).

The circuit underlying prosocial actions may overlap with

structures involved in computing subjective value and deci-

sion-making (Delgado et al., 2005; Zaki and Mitchell,

2011; Stallen and Sanfey, 2013; Ruff and Fehr, 2014;

O’Callaghan et al., 2016). Yet, evidence is scant on how

these processes interact in complex and interactive social

bargaining.

In this work we adopted a multilevel approach to analyse

social bargaining at different spatial and temporal brain

scales. Bringing together multidimensional tools is a key
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step towards obtaining a larger picture of complex brain

properties (Devor et al., 2013). In particular, the use of a

task indexed with various brain measures may reveal dif-

ferent spatial and temporal mechanisms involved in the

same process (Garcia-Cordero et al., 2015, 2016; Melloni

et al., 2015). Here, using three different lesion models and

combining structural and functional imaging as well as on-

going brain temporal dynamics, we tested the crucial role

of frontal hubs and related networks during recursive social

interactions. As stated above, recent research assessing

social decision-making in bvFTD has shown preserved per-

formance in basic normative behaviour but altered integra-

tion of more complex social contextual information

associated with reduced grey matter volume in several pre-

frontal structures (O’Callaghan et al., 2016). In the same

vein, evidence from patients with ventromedial prefrontal

lesions has revealed intact self-interest and fairness-based

decisions alongside impairments in adaptation to long-

term consequences (Moretti et al., 2009). Consequently,

at behavioural level, we anticipated a relative preservation

of basic processes (ASP, AOP) in all groups, but an im-

paired bargaining strategy (SOIS) in frontal disorders

(bvFTD and frontal lesions). At a structural level [voxel-

based morphometry, and voxel-based lesion-symptom

mapping (VLSM)], we predicted associations between pre-

frontal regions engaged in strategic decisions (e.g. orbito-

frontal cortex and, more broadly, medial prefrontal cortex)

for SOIS. Moreover, given that alpha/beta activity predicts

strategic long-term adaptations in social interactions, we

hypothesized that our control group would corroborate

this finding. More particularly, since large-scale brain net-

works have been associated with the ability to integrate

both self-related and vicarious choices during social inter-

action (Decety et al., 2004; Hampton et al., 2008; Hare

et al., 2010; Janowski et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2014),

we expected functional connectivity analyses to reveal a

large-scale network indexing SOIS. This network, cutting

across fronto-temporo-parietal regions involved in social

cognition, decision-making, and integration processes,

should also be distinctively compromised in frontal dis-

orders (bvFTD and frontal lesions).

In sum, social bargaining has been hitherto studied piece-

wise and in correlational studies. This is the first study

simultaneously measuring all potential signatures (behav-

ioural variance, brain integrity, oscillations, brain net-

works) of social negotiation in contrastive lesion models.

Joint consideration of these markers offers an unprece-

dented window into the multidimensional underpinnings

of social bargaining, regions from the contribution of

single regions to global network interactions.

Materials and methods

Participants

We recruited three patient samples totalling 85 participants.

Patients with bvFTD (n = 26) were diagnosed following cur-
rent revised criteria (Rascovsky et al., 2011). BvFTD is an
early onset dementia (Ratnavalli et al., 2002) associated with
fronto-temporo-insular atrophy on MRI (or frontal hypoperfu-
sion in PET recordings). BvFTD patients presented with func-
tional impairment and prominent changes in personality and
social behaviour as verified by a caregiver during initial assess-
ment. We excluded all patients who gave signs of other forms
of dementia (e.g. primary progressive aphasia and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis). The resulting sample offers a unique model of
fronto-insular compromise, which includes critical areas for
social decision-making.

Patients with Alzheimer’s disease (n = 21) were diagnosed
following NINCDS-ADRDA criteria (McKhann et al., 1984,
2011). These patients present with memory deficits and earlier
atrophy in the temporal lobes, parietal regions (Braak and
Braak, 1991; Naggara et al., 2006), and, in some cases in
the insula cortex (Bonthius et al., 2005). Patients with logope-
nic progressive aphasia and atypical forms of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (e.g. posterior cortical atrophy), were not included. The
posterior atrophy characteristic of Alzheimer’s disease provides
an alternative model relative to frontal neurodegeneration in
bvFTD. This model thus allowed us to explore other areas
(e.g. hippocampus, temporal pole, parietal regions) likely to
be implicated in specific decision-making dimensions.

Patients with frontal lesions presented with non-haemor-
rhagic, fronto-insular lesions provoked by stroke. They were
evaluated at least 6 months post-stroke (the time needed for
stability of the lesion and presentation of clinical symptoms). A
direct comparison of these patients with bvFTD patients (Baez
et al., 2014a; Garcia-Cordero et al., 2015, 2016) may reveal
convergent areas that contribute to decision-making dimen-
sions (which may or not be differentially compromised by
the distinctive aetiology of each condition).

We also assessed 22 healthy control subjects matched for
age, gender, handedness, and education (Supplementary mater-
ial). All patients underwent a standard examination including
neurological, neuropsychiatric, and neuropsychological meas-
ures and a clinical MRI scan. Additional evaluations ruled out
specific psychiatric disorders in all patients. For further details
about diagnosis and assessment, see Supplementary material.

Before the study, all participants read and signed an in-
formed consent form in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. The study’s protocol was approved by the institu-
tional Ethics Committee of all involved centres.

Neuropsychological assessment

The patients’ cognitive state was assessed through the
Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination (ACE-III) (Mioshi
et al., 2006), which includes the Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al., 1983). Executive func-
tions were assessed with the INECO Frontal Screening (IFS)
battery, which taps eight relevant domains (Torralva et al.,
2009). The Hayling test was used to measure inhibitory con-
trol (Burgess and Shallice, 1996).

Social bargaining: behavioural task

Participants played as ‘proposers’ in a previously tested re-
peated version of the ultimatum game (Billeke et al., 2013,
2014a, b, 2015) (Fig. 1A). Participants were told they would
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play with a human partner, but they actually faced a simulated

partner (detailed below). Task instructions emphasized that the
participant’s partners would play independently of each other,

with no collusion. All participants played a probe game with
the experimenter to become familiar with the setting. At the

beginning of each game, participants watched a fixation cross
(10 s, fixation phase) and then a video of their partner. All

videos showed full, coloured faces of participants on a
black background. Participants played eight 20-round games,

each against a different responder. Each trial had three
phases: (i) an offer phase of variable duration, in which the

proposer had to make the offer; (ii) an anticipation phase (1.5–
4 s), in which the proposer waited for the partner’s response;
and (iii) a feedback phase (1 s), in which the response was re-

vealed. At the end of each game, the players’ scores were re-
vealed. The amount of money each participant

received depended on his/her performance in a randomly
chosen round.

The simulation’s probability to accept or reject the offer was
obtained from a mixed logistic model of people playing as

receptors with other people (for details see Billeke et al.,
2013). This model allowed creating different virtual players.

Specifically, the simulation assigns a probability to reject or
accept the offer given the following two equations:for round

(x) = 1

logit Rxð Þ ¼ b0 þ r0
i

� �
þ b1 þ r1

i
� �

Ox ð1Þ

and for round (x)41

logit Rxð Þ ¼ b0 þ r0
i

� �
þ b1 þ r1

i
� �

Ox þ b2 þ r2
i

� �
ð2Þ

where logit (Rx) is the logit transform of the probability of
rejection for the round x, Ox the offer, �Ox the change of

offer in relation to the preceding offer, and Prx the preceding
response. The coefficients estimated for each regressor were

composed by a population parameter (by) and a random
effect for each simulated responder (ryi, y = regressor, and

i = simulated partner). The logit (Rx) was used to quantify
the risk per each offer made. For further details, see

Supplementary material.
Dynamical changes and long-term strategies favouring

the player or the partner were indexed by three scores (Fig.

1B–D).

Adaptation to self-preferences

This measure focuses on the tendency to decrease the offer

when an acceptance occurs, reflecting a basic strategy that
benefits one’s own perspective. It is computed as the mean

of the delta between the previous accepted offer and the fol-
lowing one. Negative values are expected for good players.

For Responser� 1 = Acceptances

ASP ¼
1

n

Xr¼2

n

Or �Or�1 ð3Þ

Where Or is the offer made in round r, and Or� 1 is the offer
made in round r–1. For this calculation we considered only the

offer change (Or�Or� 1) when an acceptance occurred in
Or� 1. The rounds range between 2 to 20, for the each of

the eight games.

Adaptation to others’ preferences

This measure focuses on how participants change their offer
after a rejection, reflecting the adaptation to others’ preferences
as evidenced in one’s own decisions. It is computed as the
mean of the delta between the previous rejected offer and
the following one. Positive values are expected for good
players.

For Responser� 1 = Rejection

AOP ¼
1

n

Xr¼2

n

Or �Or�1 ð4Þ

Where Or is the offer made in round r, and Or� 1 is the offer
made in round r-1. For this calculation we considered only the
offer change (Or�Or� 1) when a rejection occurred in Or� 1.
The rounds range between 2 to 20, for the each of the eight
games.

Self-other integration strategy

This measure captures the evolution of players’ long-term stra-
tegies considering the offers and the integration of AOP and
ASP. It is computed as the individual correlation between the
round number and the logit transform of the simulation’s
probability to accept the offer. This index represents the inte-
gration of both self-preference and other-preference processes
in long-term strategic behaviour throughout the games (Billeke
et al., 2013). Thus, it captures a global tendency in each sub-
ject’s evolving strategy during negotiation, beyond local re-
activity to a rejection or an acceptance (which represents the
short-term variations inherent to the bargaining). In other
words, SOIS represents the way in which subjects reach agree-
ment with their partners during each game. Thus, greater SOIS
values indicate that subjects integrate the other preferences to
obtain more acceptances, while smaller SOIS values indicate
that the proposer maintains a fixed strategy independently of
the other’s preferences. This measure was obtained by aver-
aging the logit of the first offer of all games, then that of the
second offer of all games, and so on, per each subject, and
then calculating the Spearman’s correlation between this mean
logit offer and the corresponding round number. Then, the rho
value (SOIS) was obtained as follow:

rho ¼ corr Logitg¼meanr¼½2;20�;Roundnumber½2;20�

� �
ð5Þ

The first offer was not used, as the algorithm that the simu-
lation uses to calculate the logit lacks a parameter relate to the
preceding round. We assessed the Spearman’s correlation since
prior work evidenced an inconclusive linear relationship be-
tween these parameters (see below), showing a tendency to-
wards stability of the offer risk during the last offers of each
game (Billeke et al., 2014b). Note that here we used 20-round
games to maximize data from the part of the game with
greater slope. Prior work has shown that this index can dis-
tinguish between clinical and healthy samples (Billeke et al.,
2015).

Thus, both AOP and ASP represent local adaptation in
short-term bargaining interaction, whereas SOIS represents
the long-term flexibility (or absence thereof) needed to reach
an agreement (or not) during a recursive social interaction. For
details, see online Supplementary material.
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Additional measures

Finally, we used two basic control measures, indexing basic
normative risk adjustment (first offer) and consistency of the
offers (the standard deviation of the offer through the rounds
of each game). For further details, see Supplementary material.

MRI recordings

MRI recordings were obtained with a 1.5 T Phillips Intera
scanner equipped with a standard head coil. A T1-weighted
spin echo sequence acquired parallel to the plane connecting
the anterior and posterior commissures and covering the whole
brain was used to generate 120 contiguous axial slices (repe-
tition time = 2300 ms; echo time = 13 ms; flip angle = 68�; field
of view = rectangular 256 mm; matrix size = 256 � 240; slice
thickness = 1 mm). Additional images were obtained during a
10-min functional MRI resting protocol, where participants

were asked not to think about anything in particular, to
keep eyes closed, and to avoid moving or falling sleep.
Functional images were acquired on a 1.5 T scanner with an
eight-channel skull coil. Thirty-three (5-mm thick) axial
slices were parallel to the plane of conjunction of the anterior
and posterior commissures, covering the entire brain (repeti-
tion time = 2777 ms; echo time = 35 ms; angle = 90;
volumes = 209 units).

EEG recordings

EEG signals were recorded online while participants performed
the ultimatum game with a 129-channel Biosemi system at
1024 Hz. We followed the same preprocessing procedures as
reported in previous works of our group (Billeke et al., 2013,
2014a, b, 2015). For preprocessing details, see Supplementary
material.

Figure 1 Behavioural indexes. (A) Timeline for a game. Proposers (red box) and responders (green box) played an iterated ultimatum game

in different rooms. At the beginning of each game, participants watched a fixation cross (10 s, fixation phase) and then a video of their partner. The

proposer made an offer on how to split 100 points between the responder and himself (offer phase). The responder saw the offer and accepted or

rejected it (response phase). If the responder accepted the offer, the money was split as proposed; if he/she rejected it, the money was lost. The

response was shown on the screen for 1 s (feedback phase). Each game consisted of 20 iterated offers. In the EEG study, proposers believed that

they were playing with a human partner, but they were actually playing with a simulation based on the behavioural study. The original screens were

in Spanish. (B) Adaptation to self-preference (ASP). Offering behaviour related to an acceptance separated by group. No significant differences

between groups were found in these indexes. (C) Adaptation to other’s preference (AOP). Offering behaviour related to rejection separated by

group. No significant differences between groups were observed in these indexes. (D) Self-other integration strategy (SOIS). Individual correl-

ation between the round number and the logit transform of the probability that the simulation will accept the offer. Significant difference between

controls and bvFTD and between controls and frontal lesions patients. (B–D) Circles represent subjects, broken lines represent the medians, and

rectangles represent the interquartile segment. Green represents the healthy controls, blue represents patients with bvFTD, red represents

patients with Alzheimer’s disease, and orange represents patients with frontal lesions. *P5 0.05. Intra-group analyses were performed with

Wilcoxon’s signed rank test; comparisons among groups were calculated with Kruskal-Wallis test, post hoc analysis were conducted with Dunn’s

test. CG = control group; AD = Alzheimer’s disease; FL = frontal lesion.
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Data analysis

Demographic and neuropsychological data were compared
through one-way ANOVAs, while categorical variables (e.g.
gender) were analysed using chi-square tests.

Behavioural measures

All behavioural statistical analyses were performed in R. As
most game variables did not meet the normality assumption
(Billeke et al., 2013, 2014a, b, 2015), we used non-parametric
tests. Intra-group analyses were performed with Wilcoxon’s
signed rank test. Comparisons among groups were calculated
with the Kruskal Wallis test, and post hoc analyses were con-
ducted with Dunn’s test.

Voxel-based morphometry analysis

Images were preprocessed using the DARTEL Toolbox, fol-
lowing previously described procedures (Ashburner and
Friston, 2000). Then, modulated 12-mm full-width at half-
maximum kernel-smoothed images (Good et al., 2001) were
normalized to the MNI space and analysed using general linear
models for second-level analyses using SPM-12 software. To
identify the areas of grey matter atrophy in bvFTD and pa-
tients with Alzheimer’s disease [(Couto et al., 2013), Figs. 2A
and 2B, respectively], two-sample comparisons between each
group of patients and controls were performed, including the
total intracranial volume as a confounding covariate [whole
brain analysis, P5 0.001, uncorrected, extent threshold = 100
voxels (Irish et al., 2014b)]. We used the SPM multiple regres-
sion module to determine brain regions in which grey matter
volume was associated with SOIS (Fig. 3A–F). Correlations
between SOIS index and regions of grey matter volume were
investigated in bvFTD and patients with Alzheimer’s disease
independently. Both patients and controls were included in
each analysis (bvFTD and Alzheimer’s disease), to increase be-
havioural variance and statistical power (Sollberger et al.,
2009; Irish et al., 2014a; O’Callaghan et al., 2016). For all
regression analyses, we considered total intracranial volume
and ACE-III total scores as covariates of no interest. The stat-
istical threshold was defined as P50.001 (extent thresh-
old = 50 voxels). In addition, to investigate potential
convergences among the three groups within the affected re-
gions, we performed a more restrictive analysis. We derived a
mask from previous results including the regions with signifi-
cant association between SOIS scores and grey matter volume
(in bvFTD and Alzheimer’s disease) as well as between SOIS
scores and damaged voxels (in frontal lesions). Then, using
this mask, we performed multiple regression analyses for
each group [P50.05, false discovery rate (FDR) corrected,
see Supplementary Fig. 3].

Lesion mapping

Lesions were first manually mapped by two trained investiga-
tors in MRIcron software. These maps were normalized to a
standard template using the statistical parametric mapping-12
software with cost-function masking. The lesions were further
analysed in terms of lesion overlaps with MRIcron. Lesion
overlap across patients was mapped on a standard brain
(Fig. 2C).

We applied VLSM to test for lesion–behaviour associations
(Bates et al., 2003) (Fig. 3G and H). Performance on the ACE-
III was regressed out as in previous studies using VLSM (Han
et al., 2013; Henseler et al., 2014; Almairac et al., 2015). The
statistical threshold was defined as P5 0.001 (extent thresh-
old = 50 voxels). In VLSM, the performance measure of inter-
est is entered as a continuous measure, and statistical
comparisons are made for each eligible voxel, comparing the
performance of subjects with damage affecting a given voxel
with that of subjects with damage outside that voxel. To avoid
the multiple comparison problem, a non-parametric mapping
was conducted using the Brunner and Munzel permutation test
(Brunner and Munzel, 2000) with 5000 permutations
(P5 0.05). Following previous reports (Falquez et al., 2014),
we used the NPM module of MRIcron (Rorden et al., 2007) to
generate non-parametric tests.

EEG analysis

During assessment we inadvertently lost one-third of the
recordings, due to damage in a cable transmitting the TTL
(transistor–transistor logic) pulses. Of the remaining subjects,
only 40 complied with our analysis requirements: strong
signal-to-noise ratio and 530% of rejected trials [13 controls,
13 bvFTD, seven Alzheimer’s disease, and seven frontal le-
sions; see Ibanez et al. (2012, 2014a) and Supplementary ma-
terial for further details]. We focused on oscillatory activity of
the anticipation phase (when subjects anticipate the other
player’s decision), as such a property reveals power modula-
tions in the alpha/beta band during human games (Billeke
et al., 2014a) and differentiates psychiatric patients with
social cognition impairments (Billeke et al., 2015). Given
that oscillation analysis provides an ongoing, dynamic brain
measure, while SOIS reflects a long-term strategy measure, we
used the risk variable which has already been demonstrated to
modulate the trial-by-trial strategic behaviour (Supplementary
material). For each subject, we first fitted a generalized linear
model (GLM) of the power of the oscillatory activity per trial
(first-level analysis) using as regressor the logit of the probabil-
ity to acceptances. We obtained a 3D matrix of t-values
(sensor, time, frequency) for each regressor and subject. We
then explored differences within and between groups using the
Wilcoxon test (second-level analysis). To correct for multiple
comparisons in time-frequency charts, we used a cluster-based
permutation test (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007).

Source estimation

By applying a weighted minimum norm estimate inverse solu-
tion (Baillet et al., 2001) with unconstrained dipole orienta-
tions in single-trials (Gonzalez-Gadea et al., 2015) we
estimated the neural current density time series at each elem-
entary brain location. We used individual head models based
on individual surfaces (pial, inner skull, and scalp) to calculate
the current source distribution. Then, the result of each cor-
tical surface was normalized to a standard default anatomy
surface (Colin 27 from McConnell Brain Imaging Centre,
Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University,
Montreal, Quebec). See Supplementary material for further
details.
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Functional imaging and brain con-
nectivity analyses

First, functional images were tested on the Artifact Repair

toolbox for SPM8 to improve analysis of high-motion subjects
(Mazaika et al., 2009, Garcia-Cordero et al., 2015). This tool-

box automatically detected noise in the raw data. Images

showing 40.5 mm/repetition time were interpolated to avoid
large outliers from propagating to valid data (Bruno et al.,
2014). In no subject did 420% of functional MRI series

volume require repair. We excluded participants showing
head movements 43 mm and/or rotation movements higher

than 3� (Supekar et al., 2008), namely: three controls, six

bvFTD patients, three patients with Alzheimer’s disease, and

one patient with frontal lesions. Then, we compared the mean
translational and mean rotational parameters among groups

using an ANOVA test. No differences were found among

groups (Supplementary Table 4).
Following previously reported procedures in stroke and neu-

rodegeneration (Garcia-Cordero et al., 2015, 2016; Sedeño
et al., 2015), images were preprocessed using the

Data Processing Assistant for Resting-State functional MRI

(DPARSF) (for further details see Supplementary material).
Regarding matrix construction, based on the Automated

Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al.,
2002), mean time courses were extracted by averaging the

blood oxygenation level-dependent signal of all voxels con-
tained in each of the 90 regions of interest. Pearson’s correl-
ation coefficient was used to construct a 90-node functional
connectivity network for each subject from these time series.
Given that negative correlations in resting functional MRI are
still a controversial issue and considered less systematic
(Rubinov and Sporns, 2010; Sporns, 2013), we discarded
anti-correlations for subsequent analysis that are based on
these connectivity matrices.

The connectivity analysis was implemented to study the in-
formation broadcasting between different regions and their as-
sociation with SOIS scores in all groups. Whole-brain
Spearman correlation analysis (Garcia-Cordero et al., 2015;
Sedeño et al., 2015) was used to determine the functional net-
work associated with SOIS across groups. We applied two
strategies to control the multiple comparisons that arise in
associating multiple connections and SOIS: first, we imple-
mented a false discovery rate correction (FDR, P50.05)
(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995); then, using the connections
that survived this correction, we selected only strong correl-
ation values (e.g. rho4 0.35; Fig. 5A). This ensured that the
resulting network was comprised of the most significant and
important connections.

The brain network associated with SOIS (network estimated
from all subjects) was expected to involve large-distance net-
work integration (e.g. frontal, temporal, parietal) of different

Figure 2 Voxel-based morphometry results. (A) Cluster of significant grey matter volume atrophy of the superior orbitofrontal cortex,

the middle superior frontal gyrus, the inferior orbitofrontal cortex, the inferior frontal gyrus, and the middle temporal gyrus of bvFTD patients

compared to controls. (B) Cluster of significant grey matter volume atrophy of the hippocampus and parahippocampus, the precuneus, the

posterior cingulate cortex, the insula, and the posterior temporal regions (see also Supplementary Table 2) of patients with Alzheimer’s disease

compared to controls. (C) Lesion overlap across frontal lesions patients (frontal and insular structures). Main overlap is in prefrontal cortex, with

secondary damage in the putamen, insula, the temporal poles, and other frontal regions. R = right; L = left. AD = Alzheimer’s disease; FL = frontal

lesion.
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social and non-social decision-making processes (Decety et al.,
2004; Hampton et al., 2008; Hare et al., 2010; Janowski
et al., 2013). To evaluate how connectivity decays with dis-
tance (Garcia-Cordero et al., 2015), we used an interregional
distance analysis within the network estimated from all sub-
jects. By considering short, middle, and long spatial ranges in
connectivity, we aimed to reveal aetiology-specific patterns of
regional functional connectivity at small, medium, and large
levels. First, we classified the connections as long (two-thirds
or more than maximal distance value), medium (between one-
and two-thirds of maximum value), and local (shorter than
one-third of maximal distance among groups) range. See
Supplementary Table 5 for details about range distances and
the number of links included into each range, by groups.

Then, we considered the strongest connections within the
network estimated from all subjects for each group (those
with a correlation value 40.35 relative to the each group’s
mean network). For each group these connections were identi-
fied as short, middle, and long (distanced connections). Finally,
for each subject within the specific group, we derived an index
from the number of these distanced connections weighted
based on their connectivity strength within the network esti-
mated from all subjects. Using a Monte Carlo permutation test

(10 000 permutations) combined with bootstrapping (Nichols
and Holmes, 2002), we compared this index of each distanced
connection between groups (Fig. 5B).

We also generated a SOIS network estimated from the con-
trols’ values (network estimated from control subjects), using
the same procedure used to estimate the SOIS from all sub-
jects. This analysis was centred in fronto-temporo-parietal re-
gions. Moreover, we distinguished among long, medium, and
local-range connections using a Monte Carlo permutation test
combined with bootstrapping (same procedure used in the net-
work estimated from all subjects). Also, to characterize the
network pattern associated with adequate SOIS performance,
we compared the spatial range of connections between groups
exhibiting good (controls, Alzheimer’s disease) and bad
(bvFTD, frontal lesions) performance for both networks (net-
work estimated from all subjects and network estimated from
controls subjects).

Results

Demographic and neuropsychological
data

No significant differences in age, gender, or education were

observed among controls and each group. As expected, all

patient groups presented lower levels of executive func-

tions. For statistical details about demographic and neuro-

psychological variables for bvFTD, Alzheimer’s disease,

frontal lesion patients, and controls see Supplementary

material.

Behavioural results

Offering behaviour related to rejections and acceptances

was evaluated in all groups. We separately considered

basic measures (ASP and AOP) and long-term strategies

(SOIS).

Adaptation to self-perspective

All participants tended to decrease their offer when an accept-

ance occurred (Wilcoxon, P50.001, for all groups; controls:

V = 0, P = 4.768 � 10�7; bvFTD: V = 0, P = 2.98 � 10�8;

Alzheimer’s disease: V = 3, P = 1.907 � 10�5; frontal lesions:

V = 0, P = 3.052 � 10�5; Fig. 1B), reflecting preserved self-ori-

ented adaptation. We did not find differences between groups

(Fig. 1B) in these indexes (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 0.786,

df = 3, P = 0.78).

Adaptation to other’s perspective

Figure 1C shows that both control and clinical groups

increased their offer when a rejection occurred, reflecting

preserved adaptation to the other’s perspective (Wilcoxon,

V4 120, P5 0.001 for all groups; controls: V = 253,

P = 4.768 � 10�7; bvFTD: V = 351, P = 8.796 � 10�6;

Alzheimer’s disease: V = 231, P = 7.629 � 10�6; frontal le-

sions: V = 120, P = 0.0007). No differences between groups

Figure 3 Structural brain correlates of social bargaining

including ACE-III and total intracranial volume as covari-

ates. (A) Structural correlation between grey matter volume in the

left middle and inferior orbitofrontal gyri, the left rectal gyrus, the

left temporal pole, and the left fusiform gyrus, and SOIS scores in

bvFTD. (B) Structural correlation between grey matter volume in

the left middle orbitofrontal gyrus and SOIS scores in Alzheimer’s

disease. (C) Structural correlation between the damaged voxels in

the right superior and right middle frontal gyri, the right portions of

the pars opercularis and pars triangularis of the inferior frontal

gyrus, the right part of the superior medial frontal gyrus and SOIS

scores in frontal lesions. The regions identified with a lighter mask

correspond to damaged areas. AD = Alzheimer’s disease;

FL = frontal lesion.
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were observed (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 0.186, df = 3,

P = 0.98).

Self-other integration strategy

We evaluated the evolution of long-term offer strategies

computing the individual correlation between the probabil-

ity to acceptances and the round number (Fig. 1C). We

found significant differences among groups (Kruskal-

Wallis chi-squared = 10.3, df = 3, P = 0.015). Dunn’s test

post hoc analysis revealed that, compared to controls,

both bvFTD (P = 0.047) and frontal lesions (P = 0.045) pre-

sented lower SOIS indexes. No difference was found be-

tween Alzheimer’s disease and controls.

Finally, regarding non-specific measures of social bar-

gaining, we found that Alzheimer’s disease presented

reduced normative risk adjustment (significantly lower

first offer) than controls. In addition, the consistency of

the offer was reduced in both Alzheimer’s disease and

bvFTD (greater variation of the offer throughout rounds)

when compared with controls (Supplementary Fig. 1 and

Supplementary material).

Considering that: (i) ASP and AOP performance was pre-

served in all clinical groups; (ii) SOIS was the most relevant

index of social bargaining as it allowed evaluation of the

deployment of dynamically evolving strategies in their

offers across rounds; and (iii) SOIS was the only measure

impaired in bvFTD and frontal lesions, we focused on the

neural correlates of the strategic decision index.

Voxel-based morphometry

Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 provide the coordinates of

peak voxels in clusters showing significant grey matter re-

duction in patients with bvFTD and Alzheimer’s disease.

Behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia brain

atrophy

Compared to controls, bvFTD patients showed frontotem-

poral atrophy (one cluster in the frontal lobes included the

superior orbitofrontal cortex and the middle superior fron-

tal gyrus). Atrophy was also observed in the inferior orbi-

tofrontal cortex, the inferior frontal gyrus, and the middle

temporal gyrus (Fig. 2A and Supplementary Table 1). This

atrophy pattern is consistent with that reported in previous

studies (Rosen et al., 2002; Kipps et al., 2009; Seeley et al.,

2009; Whitwell et al., 2009).

Alzheimer’s disease brain atrophy

In the voxel-based morphometry analysis, patients with

Alzheimer’s disease showed an expected volume loss

mainly comprising hippocampus and parahippocampus,

precuneus, posterior cingulate cortex, the insula, and pos-

terior temporal regions, among others (Fig. 2B and

Figure 4 Oscillatory correlates of social bargaining. (A) Time-frequency chart of controls, all patients, and the difference between

controls and all patients during the ultimatum game. Colours represent the mean across subjects of the t value of the individual correlation

between the power of the oscillatory brain activity and the risk of the offer made. The clusters of significant effects are highlighted (P5 0.001

cluster-corrected). (B) Topographic distribution and source estimation of significant cluster of alpha/beta activity after the offer (15–20 Hz, 0.8–

1 s) in controls. (C) Topographic distribution and source estimation of significant cluster of alpha/beta activity after the offer (15–20 Hz, 0.7–0.9 s)

in the contrast between controls and all patients. For each group comparison, see Supplementary Fig. 2. CG = controls.
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Supplementary Table 2). These atrophy patterns replicate

previous results (Lerch et al., 2005; Du et al., 2007;

Ferreira et al., 2011).

Brain structural correlates of social
bargaining

Supplementary Table 3 summarizes the coordinates of peak

voxels in significant clusters associating SOIS behavioural

scores to grey matter volumes of bvFTD and Alzheimer’s

disease. In bvFTD, the SOIS correlated with grey matter

volume in the left orbitofrontal gyri, the left rectal gyrus,

and the left temporal pole (Fig. 3A). In Alzheimer’s disease,

this score was associated with grey matter volume in the

left middle orbitofrontal gyrus (Fig. 3B). In frontal lesions,

this score was associated with damaged voxels in the right

superior and right middle frontal gyri, the right portions

inferior frontal gyrus and the ventromedial prefrontal

cortex (Fig. 3C). Moreover, masking analysis results repli-

cated those obtained in whole-brain analysis for all groups,

additionally revealing an overlap within the ventromedial

prefrontal cortex in both bvFTD and frontal lesions

(Supplementary Fig. 3).

Oscillatory correlates of social
bargaining

We analysed oscillatory brain activity while subjects parti-

cipated in the ultimatum game. We focused on the antici-

pation phase, when subjects have to anticipate the others’

player to estimate how risky the proposal they had just

made was (Billeke et al., 2013). As expected, risky offers

in controls modulated alpha/beta activity 800–1000 ms

after the offer (Fig. 4B, cluster-based permutation test,

P50.001). This modulation was observed mainly in a

right temporo-parietal region, and in fronto-central scalp.

Source estimation revealed that this activity came mainly

from right temporo-parietal junction (including both the

inferior parietal lobe and the supramarginal gyrus,

Wilcoxon-test and FDR q5 0.05). Interestingly, comparing

with the clinical group, we found significant differences in

this time-frequency window. When compared with a single

collapsed clinical group, differences to control subjects were

found mainly in right posterior and fronto-central regions,

although single patients group comparison revealed differ-

ences with bvFTD and frontal lesions only (the source

space included the superior parietal lobe and the superior

frontal gyrus, Wilcoxon-test and FDR P5 0.05, Fig. 4C).

Analyses for each group are presented in the

Supplementary material and Supplementary Fig. 2.

Moreover, the alpha/beta band in temporo-parietal scalp

predicted SOIS of each subject in the control group

(rho = 0.6154, P = 0.02). As previously shown in other

neuropsychiatric populations (Billeke et al., 2015), this as-

sociation was not significant in the clinical groups

(rho = �0.23, P = 0.27, difference between correlations:

Z = 2.53, P = 0.01). As ventromedial prefrontal cortex

volume correlated with SOIS, we assessed the ratio between

these three variables using partial correlation. We found

that alpha/beta independently correlated with both

volume of ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Spearman’s par-

tial correlation rho = 0.6041, P = 0.038) and SOIS

(rho = 0.7393, P = 0.006).

Functional connectivity

The analysis of the association between functional connect-

ivity and the SOIS index across groups revealed a distrib-

uted network encompassing fronto-parietal and parieto-

temporal connections (Fig. 5A and Supplementary Table 6).

Analysis of the spatial distribution of nodes in this net-

work showed different patterns of local-to-global connec-

tions in each group (Fig. 5B, Table 1 and Supplementary

Table 5). Compared to controls, patients with bvFTD and

frontal lesions presented reduced connections at medium

and long-range distances (Fig. 5B). No differences were

found among bvFTD and frontal lesions. Thus, fronto-tem-

poro-parietal network connectivity associated with SOIS

was affected in bvFTD and frontal lesions at medium and

long-range distances.

The fronto-temporo-parietal association to SOIS was also

observed when the network was estimated from controls

only (Supplementary Fig. 4A) and then applied to all

groups. Despite some differences, enhanced long-range con-

nections were again observed in controls and Alzheimer’s

disease, when compared with frontal lesions and bvFTD

(Supplementary material and Supplementary Fig. 4B). In

addition, the comparison between groups exhibiting good

(controls, Alzheimer’s disease) and bad (bvFTD, frontal le-

sions) performance yielded significant differences with both

networks (network estimated from all subjects and network

estimated from controls subjects): middle/long-range con-

nections were stronger in good performers

(Supplementary Fig. 5).

Discussion
Successful everyday social interactions recursively incorpor-

ate own preferences with inferences about the other choices

(Nicolle et al., 2012; O’Callaghan et al., 2016; Lee and

Seo, 2016). By integrating self-interest values predictions

about other-regarding preferences, decision makers adjust

their behaviour and update social strategies to optimize

social outcomes (Seo and Lee, 2012; Lee and Seo, 2016).

In the current work we administrated a repeated version of

the ultimatum game paradigm to investigate social bargain-

ing behaviour in two neurodegenerative conditions (bvFTD

and Alzheimer’s disease) and unilateral frontal stroke. We

used a multi-dimensional lesion approach to study three

key processes of social bargaining strategy: two basic deci-

sion-making indexes reflecting self-interest choice and the

adaptation to others’ perspectives (ASP, AOP) and a more
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complex integrative decision index (SOIS), critical for suc-

cessful long-run strategy based on self-other perspectives

integration. Specifically, the subtle and flexible adaptation

to implicit changes in a negotiation setting critically de-

pends on prefrontal networks and related changes in func-

tional connectivity and oscillatory signatures. To our

knowledge, this is the first study that combines behav-

ioural, temporal–dynamic, and structural/functional brain

signatures of social bargaining and provided convergent

evidence of the critical roles of frontal hubs and its related

temporal-parietal networks in the dynamic integration of

social bargaining.

Behavioural results

Intact basic social bargaining measures (ASP, AOP) were

observed in all clinical groups. Moreover, given that the

simulation generates players with different thresholds of

acceptance and rejection (Supplementary material), the

responder’s decisions were not fixed. However, they did

not differ across controls and clinical groups

(Supplementary material).

Previous research on poor individual decision-making in

bvFTD (Rahman et al., 1999; Gleichgerrcht et al., 2010)

has focused on specific aspects (probability, risk, ambi-

guity) of non-social decision-making. Also, in line with

present results, bvFTD patients have been shown to per-

form similarly to controls in the basic ultimatum game

(basic fairness performance playing as ‘responders’)

(O’Callaghan et al., 2016). On the other hand, results

from the frontal lesions group align with evidence that

ventromedial prefrontal cortex lesion patients have intact

self-interest and fairness-based decisions alongside impair-

ments in adaptation to long-term consequences (Moretti

et al., 2009). Finally, as regards Alzheimer’s disease, evi-

dence is mixed concerning decision-making (Torralva et al.,

2000; Sinz et al., 2008) and null in terms of social bargain-

ing. Our Alzheimer’s disease group did not differ from

Figure 5 Functional connectivity. (A) Distributed network encompassing fronto-parieto-temporal connections revealed by the association

between functional connectivity and the SOIS index across groups. (B) Different patterns of local-to-global connections in each group revealed by

the analysis of the spatial distribution of nodes in this network. Reduced connections at medium and long-range distances in patients with bvFTD

and frontal lesions compared to controls. No differences between bvFTD and frontal lesions were observed. Cun = cuneus;

PHG = parahippocampal gyrus; IOG = inferior occipital gyrus; Lin = lingual gyrus; MOG = middle occipital gyrus; MTG = middle temporal gyrus;

PoCG = postcentral gyrus; Rec = gyrus rectus; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; SOG = superior occipital gyrus; SPL = superior parietal lobule;

TPO = temporal pole. CG = controls; AD = Alzheimer’s disease; FL = frontal lesion.
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controls on any social bargaining measure, arguably to

their relative frontal preservation (Kloeters et al., 2013).

Interestingly, the Alzheimer’s disease group showed deficits

in non-bargaining decisional measures (normative risk ad-

justment, consistency of the offer; Supplementary material).

This might be related to the patients’ parietal atrophy,

given the role of parietal structures in outcome probability

adjustments (Studer et al., 2015). In brief, while patients

with Alzheimer’s disease exhibited inconsistent offers and

impaired probability adjustment, they were able to deploy

successful long-term social negotiation.

Crucially, patients with bvFTD and frontal lesions

showed SOIS impairments relative to controls. Overall be-

havioural results suggest that strategic social decisions,

based on constant updates and adjustments integrating

self and others’ preferences (Seo and Lee, 2012), depend

critically on prefrontal networks and are partially inde-

pendent from more basic decision-making skills. For more

details on the social decision-making styles of the clinical

groups and further discussion of which factors influence

SOIS performance, see the online Supplementary material.

Brain structural correlates of social
bargaining

Results provide multimodal unprecedented evidence for the

crucial role of frontal areas in social strategic behaviour

(SOIS), as discussed below. SOIS was directly related with

preservation of frontal structures: in bvFTD, impaired per-

formance was positively associated with reduced grey

matter in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (and extending

to the left inferior/superior temporal gyrus), while in pa-

tients with frontal lesions these deficits were linked with

lesions of the right superior, middle, and inferior frontal

gyri. Similarly, in Alzheimer’s disease, SOIS was predicted

by the volume of left middle orbitofrontal cortex. Despite

high individual variability in this strategy (Fig. 1), the

Alzheimer’s disease group exhibited preserved performance

associated with (spared) prefrontal cortex. Similar results

were obtained with additional masking analyses.

Furthermore, we observed an additional involvement of

the ventromedial prefrontal cortex in frontal lesions, thus

revealing a specific convergence of this area in both frontal

patient groups with affected social strategic behaviour.

Nevertheless, note that this is a restrictive analysis, given

that whole-brain results evince an association between

SOIS scores and different portions of frontal structures.

These results shed light on two critical aspects of frontal

structures. Despite the critical role of parietal, temporal,

and insular regions in decision-making (Platt and

Glimcher, 1999; Sanfey et al., 2003; Krain et al., 2006;

Sanfey, 2007; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Studer et al.,

2015) and strategic thinking (Coricelli and Nagel, 2009;

Bhatt et al., 2010), our structural analysis revealed a pre-

dominance of prefrontal involvement in SOIS-related re-

gions across clinical samples. This predominance

corroborates the critical role of prefrontal regions for de-

veloping a successful strategy, even if other related pro-

cesses associated to posterior regions are affected; for

details on non-bargaining specific behavioural deficits in

Alzheimer’s disease, see Supplementary material, and

Studer et al. (2015). Also, masking analyses showed add-

itional involvement of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex in

frontal lesions, highlighting this area as a specific conver-

gence point in both frontal disorders with affected SOIS.

Nevertheless, note that this is a restrictive analysis, given

that whole-brain results evince an association between

SOIS and different portions of frontal structures. Indeed,

our findings suggest that similar processes underlying com-

plex social decision-making involve different prefrontal

structures. This is expected in light of previous evidence

that high-level decision-making can be influenced by a var-

iety of prefrontal hubs. Research on decision-making under

ambiguity has shown that patients with discrete damage to

both dorsolateral and dorsomedial prefrontal regions dis-

play similar impairments (Manes et al., 2002). Also, several

works have highlighted the critical role of both the orbito-

frontal cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex in re-

inforcement-guided decision-making (for a review see

Rushworth et al., 2007). In addition, social context cues

in social-norm-compliance tasks activate different portions

of the prefrontal cortex, such as the dorsolateral, ventrolat-

eral, and bilateral orbitofrontal structures (Spitzer et al.,

2007). All these findings suggest a multi-integrative role

of prefrontal structures in social strategic behaviour.

In sum, convergent from our lesion models highlights the

critical role of prefrontal regions to continuously adapt de-

cisions to changing self-other perspectives. This finding

aligns with evidence that bvFTD is characterized by diffi-

culties to integrate social context information (Ibanez and

Manes, 2012; Ibanez et al., 2014b; Baez et al., 2016a) and

that prefrontal lesions involve aberrant long-term integra-

tion of social/non-social information during decision-

making (Moretti et al., 2009). Moreover, as discussed

Table 1 Association between local-to-global connection and SOIS index

Controls versus bvFTD Controls versus Alzheimer’s disease Controls versus frontal lesions

P-value T P-value T P-value T

Long 0.000 8.55 0.000 �3.62 0.000 7.30

Middle 0.000 7.02 0.059 1.97 0.000 5.12

Short 0.410 0.84 0.892 0.13 0.130 1.52
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below, this anatomo-clinical pattern was accompanied by

altered frontotemporal oscillations and disturbed connect-

ivity among extended functional networks.

Oscillatory correlates of social
bargaining

As previously reported (Billeke et al., 2013, 2014a, b,

2015), we found that risk behaviours associated with

SOIS in controls involved oscillatory activity in the alpha/

beta band (in right temporo-parietal and fronto-central

scalp sites) between 800 and 1000 ms after the offer.

Here, we extended this finding by showing that alpha/

beta activity independently correlated with both ventro-

medial prefrontal cortex volume and SOIS performance.

These findings confirm the essential role of frontal areas

in key levels of social bargaining, from risk taking behav-

iour to the deployment of a successful long-term strategy.

Recently, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex has been

related with the integration of self-other preferences in al-

truistic non-interactive decisions (Hutcherson et al., 2015).

Moreover, source estimation revealed involvement of the

medial prefrontal cortex, the temporo-parietal junction,

and the inferior parietal lobe in modulating cognitive con-

trol (Dosenbach et al., 2008) and social decision-making

(Saxe, 2006; Zaki and Ochsner, 2009). Here, we confirmed

that alpha/beta activity predicts risk of the proposer’s

offers, anticipates others’ decisions (Billeke et al., 2013),

and predicts strategic long-term adaptations in social inter-

actions (Billeke et al., 2014a, 2015).

Nevertheless, such fronto-temporal activity did not pre-

dict SOIS and was reduced in clinical groups. This is ex-

pected given the frontal (bvFTD and frontal lesions) and

posterior temporal (Alzheimer’s disease) damage in these

groups, and it may suggest that they have difficulties in

evaluating the risk of their own offers while anticipating

the others’ most probable behaviours. By the same token,

and despite the reservations imposed by our moderate

sample size, present results revealed: (i) reduced frontotem-

poral activity in bvFTD relative to controls; (ii) reduced

frontotemporal activity in frontal lesions, with significant

differences in left temporo-parietal regions; and (iii) pre-

served early modulation in Alzheimer’s disease in tem-

poro-parietal regions, with a reduction observed only in

late time windows (700–900 ms; for details of each

group, see Supplementary material). These findings corrob-

orate the essential role of frontal areas in SOIS and show

that sensitive ongoing brain oscillations indexing anticipa-

tion of others’ responses are selectively affected in the clin-

ical groups, with greater deficits for bvFTD and frontal

lesions than Alzheimer’s disease.

Functional connectivity

Our findings of both SOIS networks (estimated with all

groups or controls only) suggest that mid/long-range

fronto-temporo-parietal connections predicted adequate

social strategic behaviour. Moreover, analysis of global-

to-local distances revealed that middle and long-range

links of the SOIS network were selectively reduced in fron-

tal disorders (bvFTD and frontal lesions). This network

resembles those posited by fronto-temporo-parietal models

indexing complex strategic decisions (Seo and Lee, 2012;

Stallen and Sanfey, 2013; Ruff and Fehr, 2014; Lee and

Seo, 2016). In sum, functional connectivity results suggest

that strategic social bargaining relies not only on critical

frontal hubs but also on long-range connections among

hubs which span the entire social decision network.

In addition, these findings suggest that damage to critical

frontal hubs affected their widespread connectivity to other

relevant regions during the ongoing deployment of SOIS.

Preserved social bargaining behaviour in Alzheimer’s dis-

ease confirms this pattern (see also Chiong et al., 2013),

probably reflecting reduced medial prefrontal atrophy and

more preserved distant connections. Spared long-distance

connections in Alzheimer’s disease can also be understood

as a compensatory response to reduced temporal connect-

ivity, as suggested by others (Buckner, 2004; Dickerson

et al., 2004; Gould et al., 2006; Supekar et al., 2008).

Importantly, our results indicate that the ability to integrate

both self-related and vicarious choices during social inter-

action goes beyond isolated loci and depends on large scale

functional connectivity (Decety et al., 2004; Hampton

et al., 2008; Hare et al., 2010; Janowski et al., 2013;

Smith et al., 2014). Similarly, these results confirm that

signals from regions associated with social and non-social

decisions are integrated within fronto-temporo-parietal net-

works (Cocchi et al., 2013; Cole et al., 2013; Janowski

et al., 2013). Complex social interaction strategies depend

on switching among self and others’ perspectives (Stallen

and Sanfey, 2013), which also calls on large-scale brain

networks (Cocchi et al., 2013).

A convergent multilevel approach to
strategic social negotiation

Difficulties in context-sensitive social adaptation is the hall-

mark of bvFTD and other frontal disorders (Baez et al.,

2012, 2016a; Ibanez and Manes, 2012; Baez and Ibanez,

2014). Neurodegeneration and stroke are two complemen-

tary lesion models that illuminate neuroanatomical correl-

ates of such a pattern. Whereas the atrophy pattern in

bvFTD often affects large-scale functional connections

(Seeley et al., 2009; Ibanez and Manes, 2012; Garcia-

Cordero et al., 2015), stable focal damage in stroke

allows for functional compensation via plastic mechanisms

(Rorden and Karnath, 2004; Grefkes and Fink, 2014).

Despite these pathophysiological differences, both frontal

lesion models showed similar structural, oscillatory, and

functional connectivity abnormalities associated with im-

paired SOIS. Thus, this study offers robust multidimen-

sional evidence of a critical role of prefrontal hubs in

long-term social negotiation. In fact, this domain seems to
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depend on the full integrity of a broad network cutting

across anterior and posterior hubs, which can be similarly

affected irrespective of the underlying physiopathology.

This observation confirms the widely distributed and multi-

dimensional nature of strategic social bargaining

mechanisms.

Limitations and prospects for an
emerging agenda

The ultimatum game engages other processes beyond the

scope of this work. Specifically, social cognition calls on

mentalizing and executive mechanisms (Decety et al.,

2004), which could be contemplated in additional research.

Also, future studies of social bargaining assessing neuro-

imaging and/or electrophysiological correlates should in-

clude measures of individual differences in social

cognition, emotions, and executive functions. Related to

this last domain, in the present work, executive functions

were affected in all clinical groups (Supplementary mater-

ial) raising the possibility of primary executive dysfunction

affecting the results. However, the choices among different

possible offers require similar demand of executive function

effort. Also, we did not find any group significant difference

in basic bargaining performance (ASP, AOP). Moreover,

we calculated the association between executive perform-

ance and the performance in the three indexes from all

and each group, and found no single association

(Supplementary material). Nevertheless, further task includ-

ing conditions with dissimilar executive demands should

assess the contribution of executive function in social

negotiation.

Our sample size was moderate due to the difficulties in-

herent EEG and functional MRI in patient population.

However, others studies yielded robust findings with simi-

lar or smaller sample sizes (Moretti et al., 2009; Hughes

et al., 2011; Day et al., 2013; Garcia-Cordero et al., 2015).

Also, our neuroanatomical findings were not obtained

through an active functional MRI task. Yet, note that

this would require a longer scanning session, which in-

creases the risks of producing faulty data due to patients’

movements. Although a few studies have obtained task-

related functional MRI recordings (Chiong et al., 2013),

correlations between structural MRI and behavioural per-

formance constitute the standard approach in the field

(Mendez and Shapira, 2009; Chiong et al., 2013;

O’Callaghan et al., 2016). In addition, we assessed ongoing

oscillatory EEG correlates during the task to reduce the

time of scanning sessions and complement our anatomical

findings with dynamic neural data. However, future studies

should extend present results by assessing direct functional

MRI correlates.

The lack of data from neuropsychiatric questionnaires is

another caveat of this study, as they provide useful infor-

mation about behavioural changes. Future studies should

assess the relations between neuropsychiatric and

behavioural symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease and bvFTD

and the neurocognitive correlates of long-term strategic

social decisions. This may illuminate the impact of specific

physiopathological processes to on social bargaining

behaviour.

Given that all clinical groups showed preserved basic bar-

gaining performance, results from bvFTD and frontal le-

sions patients point to a specific and selective deficit in

strategic long-term social reasoning. Our study opens a

new agenda by extending previous findings of impaired

strategic abilities, while showing for the first time that

social long-term strategic negotiation is similarly affected

in two frontal lesions models, irrespective of the underlying

physiopathology. Yet, given the patients’ limited attention

span, we did not include an additional non-social condi-

tion, which makes it difficult to establish whether the

observed deficits are specific to long-term social bargaining

or a consequence of more general impairments in long-term

planning. Future studies including both social and non-

social aspects of long-term strategies are necessary to

extend the findings we presented here

Strategic decision-making plays a crucial role in daily life,

from specific interactions with other persons to financial

decisions (Rilling et al., 2004). Patients with frontal dis-

order presented impaired real world social functioning,

with impulsive shopping, extravagant spending, and patho-

logical gambling in both everyday life and experimental

setting (Bechara, 2005; Manes et al., 2011; O’Callaghan

et al., 2016). Future studies will be able to investigate if

deficits in social bargaining predict the real life financial

and social negotiation in these patients.

Finally, the functional connectivity association with SOIS

revealed an additional association with occipital hubs.

Future studies excluding visual modality or comparing

visual as auditory task would explore whether this poster-

ior activation reflects expected visual task-related demands

or it is due to other cognitive process.

Conclusion
To summarize, the lesion model approach reveals critical

links between affected brain regions and behavioural per-

formance (Rorden and Karnath, 2004). The predominance

of prefrontal involvement in SOIS-related regions across

clinical samples indicates that frontal structures are critical

for long-term social bargaining in comparison with other

insular, temporal or posterior structures. Complementary

multidimensional findings further suggest that strategic rea-

soning in social decision-making calls on complex neuro-

cognitive mechanisms (Griessinger and Coricelli, 2015),

and that the disruption of any of them can compromise

the normal deployment of such skill. The variability in

the specific prefrontal structures recruited by each group,

together with the involvement of other (i) frontotemporal

regions associated with ongoing oscillations; and (ii) fronto-

temporo-parietal functional networks, emphasize the need
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to identify the contribution of large-scale network inter-

actions. To our knowledge, this is the first study to inves-

tigate strategic social bargaining in three lesion models. By

combining structural, electrophysiological, and functional

analysis with a simple but realistic negotiation task, we

have shown that flexible and strategic adaptation to self-

other preferences during bargaining depends critically on

prefrontal hubs and related temporo-parietal networks.

The omission of dynamic interpersonal strategies in clas-

sical game theories probably lies at the heart of their failure

to adequately predict everyday social decision-making (Seo

and Lee, 2012; Stallen and Sanfey, 2013; Ruff and Fehr,

2014; Lee and Seo, 2016). Futures studies of behavioural

economics should incorporate insights from cognitive

neuroscience to provide more ecological predictive models

of strategic social bargaining. In this sense, our results open

novel pathways to understand how social bargaining mech-

anisms are functionally organized across cortical and sub-

cortical regions, and how they can be specifically disrupted

by varied forms of brain damage.
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